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Abstract 

Well know categories of Petri nets lack coproducts and some re
strictions on nets, morphisms or initial markings are required in or
der to guarantee the existence of colimits. Categories of Petri nets 
equipped with a set of initial markings (instead of a single initial 
marking) are introduced. It is shown that the proposed categories of 
nets are complete and co complete. Moreover, interpretations of limits 
and colimits are adequate for expressing semantics of concurrent sys
tems. Examples of structuring and modeling of behavior of nets using 
categoria! constructions based on limits and colimits are provided. 

Keywords. Petri nets, net-based semantics, concurrency, structuring 
of nets, refinement, initial markings, token game, category theory . .. 

1. Introduction 

Petri nets are one of the first models for concurrency developed and are widely 
used in many applications. Recently, categoria! frameworks based on Petri 
nets have been proposed for expressing the semantics of concurrent systems 
in the so called true concurrency approach as in [Meseguer & Montanari 90] 
and [Sassone et al 93]. An important justification ( among others) for the 
use of category theory is that of structuring, in the sense that Petri nets 
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in its original definition are not equipped with compositional operations. A 
step toward structuring is provided in [Winskel 84] and [Winskel 87] where 
the categoria! constructions of product and coproduct stand for parallel and 
nondeterministic composition operation of nets, respectively. However, if an 
initial marking is added to the net structure, the categories in [Winskel 87] 
do not have coproducts. Since Petri nets with an initial marking are used 
for defining the operational semantics for concurrent languages ( see, for in
stance, [Degano et al 88], [Degano & Montanari 87], [Winskel 84], [Olderog 
87] and [Glabbeek & Vaandrager 87]), in order to guarantee the existence of 
coproducts Winskel restricted his categories to safe nets and morphisms. In 
[Meseguer & Montanari 90] a less restrictive solution is proposed: an initial 
marking máy have at most one token in each place. The resulting categories 
have coproducts. However, as illustrated in the Figure 1, the coproduct 
construction reflects a kind of "total choice" composition with restricted ap
plications for defining operational semantics. A different categoria! approach 
is proposed in [Menezes & Costa 93] where a functorial operation for synchro
nization of nets is constructed. In this framework, the notion of a coproduct 
construction is simulated as a special case of synchronization. However, it 
may be the case that colimits ( or coproducts in special) are needed for marked 
nets for any reason. An interesting example is the use of graph transforma
tion using the so called double pushout approach [Ehrig 79] extended for 
Petri nets viewed as graphs. In this case, graph transformations extended 
for Petri nets may have several interpretation such as modeling the token 
game, dynamic specification of systems or systems refinement. For related 
work about net refinement using graph transformation, see [Menezes 94]. 

y 

Figure 1. Coproduct of nets as in Meseguer and Montanari 
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In this paper, we define categodes of marked Petri nets with a set of initial 
markings (instead of a single initial marking) which is also used, for instance, 
in [Jonsson 90] but in a different framework. In this case, the choice of which 
initial marking is considered at run time is an externai nondeterminism. The 
only restriction is that initial markings must be preserved by morphisms. The 
resulting categories of Petri nets are complete and cocomplete. Moreover, the 
product and coproduct constructions reflect the parallel and asynchronous 
compositions, respectively. An object determined by a coproduct is the result 

· of putting together "side by side" the component nets. For instance, for 
the nets Ml and M2 above, the graphical representation of a coproduct 
between Ml and M2 is illustrated in the Figure 2 (note that it is a distributed 
diagram). 

A 

B 

"----- M1 + M2 ~ 

Figure 2. Coproduct of nets with sets of initial markings. 

Also, we introduce a generalization of the proposed approach for Petri 
nets with "colored" markings. The categories of Petri nets for which initial 
markings are added are taken from [Meseguer & Montanari 90]. In what 
follows, states of Petri nets are structured as commutative monoids. If free 
commutative monoids should be considered, the properties about limits and 
éolim~s of nets are restricted to the corresponding properties of the category 

'· ' 
of free commutative monoids. 
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2. Graphs 

A graph ean be de:fined as a set of nodes, a set of ares, and two functions 
ealled souree and target whieh assoeiate for eaeh are the eorresponding souree 
and target nodes. As stated in [Corradini 90] (see also [Asperti & Longo 91]), 
a graph ean be viewed as a diagram in Set, the. eategory of sets and total 
functions. It means that Set plays the role of "universe of diseourse" of the 
eategory of graphs, i.e., graphs are de:fined internally to Set. This suggests a 
generalization of graphs as diagrams in an arbitrary uni verse (base) eategory. 
This approaeh is known as internalization and ean be extended for reflexive 
graphs and çategories. However, nodes and ares may be objeets of di:fferent 
categories. This leads to the notion of struetured (internai) graphs, provided 
that there are functors from the eategories of nodes and ares to the base 
eategory. 

2.1 Graph 

Traditionally, a graph is de:fined as a quadruple < V, T, ti0 , ti1 > where V 
is a set of nodes, Tis a set of ares and ti0 , ti1 : T ----+ V are souree and target 
functions. We prefer a di:fferent but equivalent approach which is to consider 
a graph as an element of a comma eategory. First we introduce the de:finition 
of diagonal functors and eomma eategory. 

Definition 2.1 Diagonal Functor. Consider the eategory C. Let CY be the 
eategory where objeets and morphism are pairs of objeets and morphisms of 
C. The diagonal functor ~c: C ----+ éJ takes eaeh C-objeet A into < A,A > 
and each C-morphism f: A ----+ B into <f,f>: <A,A> ----+ <B,B>. 

If the eategory C has binary produets (eoproduets), then ~c has right 
(left) adjoint whieh is the functor indueed by the product ( eoproduet) eon
struction. Thus, ~c preserves eolimits (limits) (see, for instanee,-[Mae Lane 
71]). 

Definition 2.2 Comma Category. _ Let f: A ----+ C1 g: B ----+ C be functors. 
The eomma eategory f l g is sueh that: 

a) an objeet is a triple <A, f, B > where A:is an A-object, Bis a B-
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object and f: /A -T gB is a C-m~:hRhism; 

b) a morphism is a pair h = <hA, hB >: < A 1 , ft, B 1 > -T <A2 , 

f2 , B 2 > where hA: A 1 -T A 2 is an A-morphism and hB: B 1 -T B 2 is a 
B-morphism such that fzofhA = ghBof1. 

c) for an object ~ = <A, f, B> the identity morphism on S is LS 
<LA: A ---7 A, LB: B ---7 B>; 

d) the composition of two morphisms f= <fA, fB>: sl ---7 Sz and g = 
<gA, gB>: Sz ---7 s3 is gof = <gAofA, gBofB>: sl ---7 s3. 

Proposition 2.3. Consider the categories A) B and the functors f: A ---7 

C) g: B ---7 C. Then: 

a) if A) B are complete and g preserves limits, then f l g is complete; 
b) if A) B are cocomplete and f preserves colimits, then f l g is cocomplete. 

Proof See, for instance, [Casley 91]. 

Definítíon 2.4 Graph. Consider the diagonal functor /}.Set: Set ---7 Set2
• 

The category of (small) graphs is the comma category /}.Set l /}.Set denoted 
by Graph. 

Therefore, a graph is a triple G =<T, 8, V> where 8 =<80: T -TV, 81: 
T ---7 V>. We denote a graph in the traditional way, i.e., G =<V, T, 80, 
81 >. As expected, a morphism in Graph preserves source and target nodes 
of transitions. It is usual to write t: X -T Y to denote 80( t) = X and 81 ( t) = 
Y for any t in T. Since Graph is the comma category DSet+ DSet, the proof 
that Graph is bicomplete is straightforward. 

2.2 Internai Graph 

In what follows, we internalize the notion of graphs to an arbitrary base cat
egory. 

Definition 2.5 Interna! Graph. Let C be a (base) category. Consider the 
diagonal functor ,6. c: C -T (J. The category o f internai graphs o ver C, de-
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noted by Graph(C), is the comma category f1c l f1c. D 

Therefore, an internai graph is a quadruple G =<V, T, 80, 81> where 
V1 Tare a C-objects and 80, 81 are C-morphisms and a Graph(C)-morphism 
h: G 1 ~ G 2 is a pair of C-morphisms h =<h V: V 1 ~v2 , hT: T 1 ~T2> 
such that source and target nodes of transitions are preserved. The following 
result is not used in this paper. However, it is interesting by itself, since the 
existence of limits and colimits in Graph(C) is inherited from C: 

Proposition 2.6. Consider the category C. Then: 

a) if C is complete, then Graph(C) is complete; 

b) if C is cocomplete, then Graph(C) is cocomplete. 

Proof: Since C is complete ( cocomplete) then !:1 c preserves limits ( colim
its). Since Graph(C) is the comma category f1c l f1c, Graph(C) is complete 
(co complete). 

2.3 Structured Graph 

Structured graphs allow the definition of a special kind of graphs where nodes 
and ares are objects of different categories. They are defined over internai 
graphs provided that there are functors from the categories of nodes and ares 
to the base category. The source aRd target morphisms are taken from the 
base category. 

Definition 2. 7 Structured Graph. Let C be a (base) category and v: V 
~ C1 t: T ~ C be functors. Consider the diagonal functor f1c: c~ (J2. The 
category of structured graphs over the base category C with respect to the 
functors v and t, denoted by Graph(v1 t), is the comma category f1co t lf1co 
v. D 

Therefore, a structured graph is a quadruple G =<V, T, 80, 81> where 
V is a V-object, T is a T-object and 80 , 81 : tT ~ vV are G-morphisms. 
A Graph(v1 t)-morphism h: G1 ~ G2 is a pair h =< h v: V 1 ~ V2, hT: 
T 1 ~ T 2 > w here h v is a V- morphism and h T is a T-morphism such that 
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source and target nodes of transitiqns are preserved. 

Proposition 2.8. Consider the category C and the functors -v: V ---'t C
1 

t: 
T --->t C. Then: 

a) if V1 T are complete and v preserves limits, then Graph(v)) is com
plete; 

b) if V1 Tare cocomplete and t preserves colimits, then Graph(v1t) is 
cocomplete. ,, 

Proof Since Graph(v)) is the category 6.co t l6.co v , the proof is a 
direct corollary. o 

3. Petri Nets 

A Petri net, in this paper, means the general case of a placejtransition net. 

3.1 Petri Net 

We introduce the standard definition of a place/transition net as in [Reisig 
85) and then Petri nets as graphs. For further details see [Meseguer & Mon
tanari 90). 

Definition 3.1 Place/Transition Net. A place/transition net is a triple 
<S, T, F> where S is a set of places, Tis a set of transitions and F: (S x 
T) + (T x S) --->t N is the causal dependency relation (F is a multiset and 
N is the set of natural numbers). D 

The "casual dependency relation specifies how many tokens are consumed 
or produced in each place when a transition fires. For instance, (A, a) f---+ 

3 and (a, B) f---+ 5 represented in the Figure 3, specify that when the tran
sition a fires 3 tokens are consumed at A and · 5 tokens are produced at B. 
For simplicity, in graphical representation, an are labeled by 1 has its value 
omitted. 

Figure 3. Graphical representation of (A, a) f---+ 3 and (a, B) f---+ 5 
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To define a Petri net as a graph, we consider that nodes are elements 
of a commutative monoid. In this case, nodes and ares stand for states 
and transitions of a net, respectively, where for each transition, n tokens 
consumed or produced in a place A is repres~nted by nA and n; tokens 
consumed or produced simultaneously in a place Ai with i ranging over 1, ... , p 
is represented by n 1A 1 EBn2A2EB· · ·EBnpAp where EB is the monoidal operation. 

In what follows, CMon denotes the category of commutative monoids. 
Remember that products and coproducts are isomorphic in CMon. Also, 
suppose th~t k is in {O, 1}. 

Definition 3.2 Petri Net. The category of Petri nets, denoted by Petri, is 
the category of structured graphs Graph(cs, idset), where cs: CMon -+ Set 
is the functor which forgets about the monoidal structure and idset: Set -+ 

Set is the identity functor in Set. 

Therefore, a Petri net can be viewed as a quadruple N =<V, T, 80, 
81> where V =<V, EB , e> is a commutative monoid of states, Tis a set 
of transitions and 8k: T -+ csV are total functions. A Petri-morphism h: 
N 1 -+ N 2 is a pair h =<hv: V 1 -+ V 2 , hT: T 1 -+ T 2> where hv is 
a CMon-morphism and hr is a total function such that source and target 
states of transitions are preserved. 

Proposition 3.3 The category Petri is complete and cocomplete. 
Proof: Since Petri is the comma category f}.Set o idset lb.set o cs we have just 
to show that cs: CMon -+ Set preserves limits. In fact, the functor se: Set 
-+ CMon that takes each set into its corresponding free commutative monoid 
is left adjoint to cs. o 

In Petri, the coproduct and product constructions represent the asyn
chronous and synchronous composition of nets, respectively. The resulting 
objects of the product and coproduct of nets N 1 =< Vll Tll 801 , 811 >, N 2 
= < V2, T2, Do2 , 812 > are as follows: 

where the morphisms Dk1 x Set Dk2 , bf(1 + Set Dk2 are uniquely induced by 
the .product and coproduct in Set, respectively. A pair of transitions ( tl? t 2 ) 
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_ ... ~: ' · 

is denoted by t 1 I t 2 meaning that they are synchronized. 

Example 3.4 Consider the Figure 4. Then, N1 + N2 and N1 x N2 represent 
the resulting objects of a coproduct and product between N1 and N2 in Pet1i, 
respectively. Note that a coproduct of nets is the result of putting together 
"si de by si de" the component nets. o 

~ N1 +N2 ___./ 

Figure 4. Coproduct and product in Petri 

3.2 Pointed Petri N et 

The category of pointed Petri nets is such that the set of transitions has a 
distinguished element. In a net morphism, the mapping of a transition into 
the distinguished transition is equivalent to forget or erase that transition. 
The resulting category of pointed Petri nets is complete and cocomplete, 
where the coproduct construction also reflects the asynchronous composition. 
However, a product expresses all possible combination between component 
transitions. 
In what follows, Set• denotes the category of pointed sets. 
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Definition 3.5 Pointed Petri Net. The category of pointed Petri nets, 
denoted by Petriv, is the category of structure~ graphs Graph(csp!idse/), 
where csP: CMon -t Set• is the functor which forgets about the monoidal 
structure such that the unity element of the monoid is taken into the dis
tinguished element of the pointed set and idset •: Set• -t Set• is the identity 
functor in Set•. o 

Therefore, a pointed Petri net can be viewed as a quadruple N =<V, 
T, 80 , 81 > where V =<V, EB, e> is a commutative monoid of states, T 
is a pointed set of transitions and 80 , 81 : T -t csp are Set• -morphisms. 
The distinguished element of T, denoted by v, is called skip transition. 
Since 8 k are S et•-morphisms, 80 (v) = 81 (v) = e and thus, v is an isolated 
transition (no token is consumed or produced). For simplicity, in graphical 
representation of nets we omit the skip transition as illustrated in Figure 5. 

(XX) is ~ 
· abbreviated ~L_j--"--.) G by 

Figure 5. The transition skip is omitted in graphical representation of 
pointed nets 

A Petriv-morphism h:N1 -tN2 is a pair h =< hv: V 1 -t V 2 , hr: 
T 1 -t T 2 > where hv is a CMon-morphism and hr is a Set•-morphism 
such that source and target states of transitions are preserved. Therefore, 
any transition may be forgotten, provided that source and target states are 
taken into the unity of the monoid. 

Proposition 3.6 The category Petriv is complete and cocomplete. 
Proof: Since Petriv is the comma category l:lset• oidset• 1 l:lset• ocsP we have 
just to show .that csP: CMon -t Set• preserves limits. In fact, the functor 
scp: Set• -t CMon that takes each pointed set into the corresponding free 
commutative monoid where the distinguished element is taken into the unity 
of the monoid, is left adjoint to csp. o 

In Petriv, the coproduct and product constructions represent the asyn-
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chronous and parallel composition of nets, respectively. The resulting objects 
of the product and coproduct of nets N 1 =< Vb Tb 8on 811 >, N2 =<V2, 
T2, 8o2 812 > are as follows: 

where the morphisms 8k1 xSet•+8k2 , 8k1 +Set•+8k2 are uniquely induced by 
the product and coproduct in Set•, respectively. A pair of transitions ( T, t) 
or ( T, t) is denoted just by t meaning that the transition t is not synchro
nized. 
Since coproducts in Set• are isomorphic to coproducts in Set, a coproduct of 
two nets i·s analogous to the one in Petri, i.e., it is the result of putting "side 
by side" the component nets. However, a product is quite different. To see 
the difference, remember that, for sets A and B, A.rxset•B.r is isomorphic 
to A+set(AxsetB)+setB, where A.r, B.r are A, B canonically extended as 
pointed sets. 

Example 3. 7 Consider the nets N 1 and N 2 illustrated in the Figure 6. 
Then, N 1 x N 2 represents the resulting object of a product of N 1 and N 2 in 
Petri,f. o 

Remark 3.8 Synchronization of Petri Nets. In [Menezes & Costa 93], 
we construct a functorÍal operation for synchronization of nets, defined for 
transition calling and transition sharing. It is defined using the fibration 
technique. The synchronization operation erases from the parallel compo
sition (categoria! product) of given pointed nets all those transition which 
do not refiect the given synchronization specification. For instance, in the 
Example 3. 7, if a shares x (i.e., the happening of a leads to the synchronous 
happening of x and vice-versa) the functorial operation erases from N 1xN2 
all transitions related to a or x except alx (i.e., erases a, x, and blx). O 

Remark 3.9 Adjunction Between Petri and Petri,f. As stated in [Meseguer 
& Montanari 90], there is an obvious forgetful functor u: Petri,f -+ Petri 
which forgets about the pointed structure of the transitions. This functor 
has a left adjoint f: Petri-+ Petri,f which takes each Petri net into a pointed 
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Petri net where the set of transitions is canonically extended as a pointed set 
and the source and target functions are extended such that the distinguished 
transition is taken into the unity of the monoid. o 

Figure 6. Product in Petriv 

4. Marked Petri Nets 

A marked (pointed) Petri net is a '(pointed) Petri net endowed with a set of 
initial markings. The resulting categories of marked Petri nets and marked 
pointed Petri nets are complete and cocomplete. 

Definition 4.1 Marked Petri Net1 Marked Pointed Petri Net. Consider 
the categories Petri1 Petriv and the identity functors idset 1 idset•. Let ps: 
Petri __,. Set1 psp: Petriv __,. Set• be forgetful functors such that each net is 
taken into its corresponding set of transitions. Then: 

a) the category of Petri nets with initial markings or initial states is the 
comma category idset l ps denoted by MPetri; 
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b) the category of pointed Petri ,riets with initial markings or initial states 
is the comma category idset• l psp denoted by MPetrit/. o 

Therefore, a (pointed) Petri net with initial markings is a triple M =<N, 
init, I> where N =<V, T, Do, D1 > is a (pointed) Petri net, I is a (pointed) 
set of initial markings and init: I -----7 Vis a (pointed) total function which 
instantiates the initial_ states into the states of N. Thus, a net M may also be 
viewed as M =<V, T, Do, Dll I, init>. For simplicity, if init is an inclusion, 
it is omitted, i.e., <V, T, Do, Dll I, init > is abbreviated by <V, T, Do, Dll 
1>. 
A marked (pointed) Petri net morphism h: M1 -----7 M2 is a pair h = < hN: 
N 1 -----7 N 2 ,h1: 11 -----7 12 > such that initial markings are preserved. Since 
hN is a pair hN = <h V, hr >,a morphism h is also represented as a triple 
h = <hv, hr, h1 >. 
In graphical representation of marked nets, each initial marking is associated 
to a different symbol such as circle, star, square, etc. ( see example below). 

Remark 4.2 Colored Petri Nets. The approach proposed for marked Petri 
nets can easily be extended for several sets of distinguished markings. For 
instance: 

a) initial and final markings: consider the functors >>: Set2 
-----7 Set, >> p: 

(Ser p -----7 Ser induced by the coproduct construction in Set and Set•, re
spectively. Then, >> lps and >> plpsp are the categories of Petri nets and 
pointed Petri nets with initial and final markings. In these cases, a net M 
can be represented as M =<V, T, Do, Dl) I, F, init, final > where I is 
a (pointê d) set of initial states, F is a (pointed) set of final states and init, 
final are the corresponding instantiations morphisms; 

b) colored markings: colored markings generalizes the definition above. 
Consider the categories Hue, Colar = SetHue, Colar• = (Set• )Hue and the 
functors paint: Colar -----7 Set1 paintp: Colo r• -----7 Set• induced by the coprod
uct constructions refiecting the combination of colors. Then, paintlps and 
paintp lpsp are the categories of colored and pointed colored Petri nets. o 

Proposition 4.3 The categories MPetri and MPetrit/ are complete and 
cocomplete. 
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Proof: Since MPetri and MPetri..t are the comma category'':'ídset lps and 
idset• lpsp, respectively, we have only to prove that ps: Petri---+ Set and psp: 
Petri..t ---+ Set• preserve limits. Then: 

a) consider the initial Set-object { } and the functor sp: Set ---+ Petri 
such that for all set V, spV =< V Eil , { }, !, !> where V Eil is the monoid 
freely generated from V and !: { } ---+ csVEil is unique. The functor sp is left 
adjoint to ps; 

b) consider the initial Set• -object { ..t} and the functor spp: Set• ---+ Petri..t 
such that for all pointed set V, spp V =< V Eil , {..r}, !, !> where V Eil is the 
monoid fre€ly generated from V such that the distinguished element is taken 
into the unity of the monoid and !: { ..t} ---+ csp VEil is unique. The functor 
spp is left adjoint to psp. o 

Note that the above result may be easily extended for Petri nets with 
colored markings , depending on the properties about limits and colimits of 
the category of colors and the paint functor considered. The product and co
product constructions in MPetri and MPetri..t have the same interpretation 
as in Petri and Petri..t, respectively. The resulting objects of the product 
and coproduct of nets Ml =< V1, T1, Dou 81u I1, init1 >, M2 = < V2, T2, 
802 , 812 , h, init2 > are as follows ( depending on the category considered, M 1 
and M 2 stand for MPetri-objects or MPetri..t-objects): 

M1XMP etriM2 =< V1XCMon Vz , T1XSet T 2' 8o1 x8o2' 811 x812' IlXSetlz ,init1xinitz> 
M1 + MPetriMz =< v1 +cMon Vz, T1 + Set T 2, 8o1 +8o2 , 811 +812 ' IlXSetlz ,init1 +initz> 
M1XMPetriv'M2 =< V1XCMon Vz, T1xse;•T2, 8o1X8o2, 811x8h, l1XSet•lz,init1xinitz> 

M1 + MP etriv' Mz =< v1 + CMon Vz, T1 + Set• Tz, 8o1 +8o2' 811 +812' 11 + S et• Iz,init1 +initz> 

where the morphisms 8klx8k2 ,8kl +8k2 , init1x init2 and init1 + initz are uniquely 
induced by the product and coproduct constructions in the corresponding 
categories. 

Example 4.4 Consider the Figures 7, 8 and the following symbols for 
initial markings: 

• A 
Then: 

84 

• X .. X$Y • AEBX -· ·; 
• AE9XE9Y 
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a) A coproduct between Mt, M 2 i'Ó."both categories are the result of putting 
"side by side" the component nets with A, X, XEBY as the initial markings, 
as illustrated in Figure 7; 
b) A product between M 1 , M 2 in MPetri reflects the synchronous composi
tion and has A EBX, A EBX EB Y as initial markings and a product in MPetri<i 
reflects the parallel composition and has A, X, XEBY, A EBX, A EBX EBY as 
initial markings, as illustrated in the Figure 8. O 

M1 

A 

B 

~M1+M2~ 

Figure 1. Coproduct in MPetri and in MPetriv' 

A X 

I 

B y 

Figure 8. Product in MPetri and in MPetriv' 
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For simplicity, in the following examples , dashed boxes and circles iden
tify those parts which are preserved by morphisms. 

Example 4.5 Synchronization of MPetrit/ -nets using the pushout con
struction. Consider the Figure 9. Suppose that we want to compose the 
nets M 1 and M 2 such that a shares x, i.e., transitions a and x communicate 
without buffer as in CCS [Milner 80] or CSP [Hoare 85]. Let Sync be a net 
with only one isolated transition. The net morphisms f and g are such that 
fr(all&x) = a and gr(a&x) = x. Then, the synchronized net M 1&M2 is 
given by the pushout of f along with g . 

Sync 
{:·· 

g 

Figure 9. Synchronization of transitions using the pushout construction 
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No te that the above construction is able to represent only symmetrical 
synchronization of transitions. See Remark 3.8 for a generalized approach. 
The above construction may also be used for identifying places or both, places 
and transitions. 

Example 4.6 Transformation of MPetri-nets using the double pushout ap-,. 

proach. In the Figure 10, consider the net Orig to be transformed, the rule 
r =<left, right> which specifies the replacement (the transition a is re
placed by transitions a1 and a 2 , the source and target states are preserved, 
the initial marking A is forgotten and the initial marking 2B is introduced) 
and the morphism redex which instantiates the part to be replaced in the 
original net. The pushout complement (1) determines the net Compl (in 
this paper we do not show the existence of pushout complements for nets) 
and then the pushout (2) determines the transformed net Transf. This ex
ample, illustrates a replacement of a transition (which can be interpreted as 
a refinement of the transition a or as a dynamic specification) and also a 
replacement of an initial marking (which can be viewed as a modeling of a 
token game such as the firing of the transition a). O 

Remark 4. 7 Adjunctions B etween Categories of Petri Nets. Consider the 
Figure 11. There is an obvious forgetful functor um: MPetriv -+ MPetri 
which forgets about the pointed structure of transitions and initial markings. 
This functor has a left adjoint fm: MPetri -+ MPetriv which takes each 
Petri net into a pointed Petri net where the sets of transitions and initial 
markings are canonically extended as pointed sets and the source, target and 
instanti'à.tion functions are canonically extended as Set•-morphisms such that 
the distinguished transition is taken into the unity of the monoid. Moreover, 
there are also obvious forgetful functors v: MPetri -+ Petri, vP: MPetriv -+ 

Petriv which forget about initial markings. These functors have left adjoints 
g: Petri -+ MPetri, gp: Petriv -+ MPetriv, respectively, such that each net 
is extended with an initial object as a set of initial markings (an empty set 
for Set and a singleton set for Set ) and the unique morphism from the initial 
object into the states as an instantiation morphism. The functor u: Petriv 
-+Petri and f: Petri-+ Petriv are as in Remark 3.9. o 
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Figure 1 O. Transformation of a net 

Figure 11. Adjunctions between categories of Petri nets 
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5. Concluding Remarks 

Several categoria! frameworks based on Petri nets have been proposed re
cently for expressing the semantics of concurrent systems in the so called true 
concurrency approach where structuring of nets is clone through categoria! 
constructions based on limits and colimits. However, well know categories of 
marked Petri nets là~k coproducts and some restrictions on nets, morphisms 
or initial makings are required in order to guarantee the existence of coprod
ucts. 
We introduce categories of Petri nets inspired by [Meseguer & Montanari 90], 
equipped with sets of initial markings (instead of a single initial marking). 
No further restrictions on nets, morphisms or initial markings are required. 
We show that the resulting categories of nets are complete and cocomplete. 
Moreover, the interpretation o f limits and colimits ( and coproducts in spe
cial) are adequate for expressing semantics of concurrent systems. Examples 
are provided where the categoria! coproduct stand for asynchronous compo
sition of nets, pushout constructions are used for synchronizations and "the 
so called double pushout approach for graph transformation [Ehrig 79] is 
extended for the proposed catégories which can be interpreted as dynamic 
specification of nets, refinement of nets or modeling of token games. 
Now, we are working on partial graphs and partial morphisms, where the 
category of partial marked Petri nets is special case. The main goal is to ex
tend the approach in [Menezes 94] with initial markings, where the so called 
single pushout approach for graph transformation (see, for instance, [L we 
93]) stands for refinement of nets. Also, we are reviewing the works on non
sequerrtial automata in [Menezes & Costa 94] and in [Menezes & Costa 94b] 
in order to improve with initial states as proposed in this paper. 
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